ABSTRACT

NURSING CARE MR. R. WITH MEDICAL DISLOCATION OF SHODER DEKTRA IN EDELWIES ROOM OF HOSPITAL TK. II DR. SOEDJONO MAGELANG

Background: In Indonesia the incidence of fractures or fracture incidence is quite high, based on data from the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Indonesia in 2013 obtained about eight million people experience fracture events with different types of fractures and different causes. From the results of the MOH RI team survey found 25% of the fractures suffered death, 45% experienced physical records, 15% experienced spikyogic stress such as anxiety or even 2 depression, and 10% experienced healing well.

Purpose: Writing Scientific Writing, the authors get real experience in providing nursing care with dislocation shoder darana with nursing process approach which includes assessment, formulation of diagnosis, nursing planning, implementation, evaluation and documentation.

Method: Writing This Scientific Writing, the author uses descriptive method, describes the provision of nursing care in the form of nursing care report with nursing process approach that passes the assessment stage, formulation of diagnosis, nursing planning, implementation, evaluation and documentation.

Results: In the preparation given to Tn.H for 3 x 24 hours, 3 diagnoses of acute pain, self care deficit and infection risk were obtained. Of the three diagnoses that resolve all .. For documentation, use SOAP development notes.

Conclusion: Nursing care Mr. R. with medical dislocation of shoder dektra in Edelwies Room of Kindergarten Hospital. II Dr. Soedjono Magelang can be done with the concept.
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